A biomechanical model of sagittal tongue bending.
The human tongue is a structurally complex and extremely flexible organ. In order to better understand the mechanical basis for lingual deformations, we modeled a primitive movement of the tongue, sagittal tongue bending. We hypothesized that sagittal bending is a synergistic deformation derived from co-contraction of the longitudinalis and transversus muscles. Our model of tongue bending was based on classical bimetal strip theory, in which curvature is produced when one muscle layer contracts more so than another. Contraction was modulated via mismatched thermal expansion coefficients and temperature change (to simulate muscular contraction). Our results demonstrated that synergistic contraction produced curvature and strain results which were in better correspondence to empirical results derived from tagging MRI than were the results of contraction of the longitudinalis muscle alone. This fundamental reliance of tongue bending on the synergistic contraction of its intrinsic fibers supports the muscular hydrostat theory of tongue function.